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“At that moment, the door opened, and a female lay campus minister younger than Maria invited her to come in. How would the campus minister respond to Maria’s inquiries about the calling she felt stirring within her and about religious life for women in general in the United States today?” (6). Maria’s story—with which the books starts—points directly at the aim of this fluent and very well-written volume, which is to offer a comprehensive examination of the generations of women who entered religious life in the United States after 1965. More precisely, the authors explore how different generations of Catholic women first became attracted to consecrated religious life and what kind of religious institutes they were seeking, thus illuminating the differences between the new generations of sisters and previous ones.
The book has two main merits. Firstly, it gathers statistics on female religious life from extensive national surveys carried out over the last 15 years, setting them in the framework of the complex institutional and juridical backdrop (including the rules of Canon Law concerning female opportunities in the Catholic Church), which both shapes, and is shaped by, religious life. Secondly, the authors go beyond the pessimistic rhetoric about the death and decline of religious institutes on the part of most commentators by looking at generational data which cast light on possibly new visions and trajectories of sisters in the near future.
In order to offer new insights to scholars and some practical tools to practitioners for coping with decline, Mary Johnson, Patricia Wittberg, and Mary Gautier deal with some promising research questions: will a more multicultural and multiracial generation—the youngest generation in the Church at the moment—bring new growth to religious life in the US? What will religious life have to do in order to build and sustain multicultural communities and institutes closer to the youth and the young adults of the Church? What structural and cultural changes will have to take place to insure a future for new generations of women religious whose cultural mix will look very different from the generations dominant in religious life today?
To answer these questions, the authors follow a very fertile research path which leads through eight chapters. Starting with statistical data and definitions of consecrated religious life, they first draw a map of the variety of choices available to young people in the Church. This picture raises the question of the arguments between ecclesiastical authorities and religious institutes about the meaning of religious life—a division which the authors interpret, by following Weber’s footsteps, as the opposition between priests and prophets. The authors analyse documents produced by the Holy See aimed at redefining religious life and condemning the absence of specific attention to female religious institutes.
However, most of the book is devoted to the influence of generational differences on aspiring sisters’ religiosity and vocational choice. Based on this criterion, the authors outline a typology of cohorts which are identified with different religiosities (modalities of prayer, theological sensibilities, devotion): pre-Vatican II generation, Vatican II generation, post-Vatican II, and millennials. This analysis demonstrates that vocations will continue to fuel the Council of Major Superiors of Women Religious (who wear habits and follow a tradition) and the Leadership Conferences of Women Religious (who have discarded habit and tradition). The latter is weak in attracting millennials while still appealing to older women of the Vatican II generation, who, in any case, are destined to disappear through generational turnover starting from 2030. The former body, on the other hand, inspires millennial women who are closer to Catholicism’s traditionalist sub-culture, a galaxy destined to grow with the addition of Asian groups and to permeate religious institutions.
One striking omission in this otherwise excellent volume is a reflection on the relations between new communities (mixed and/or interdenominational) and traditional institutes; these relations are potentially problematical because, as studies of female monasticism all over the world agree, they often focus on femininity and sisters’ claims against the androgynous, patriarchal mindset of religious men in power.
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